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The Government’s viewpoint that capital 

punishment for drug convicts will reduce the 

number of drug abuse in Indonesia has not 

been proven. According to the data from the 

National Narcotics Agency (BNN), drug users 

in Indonesia actually increased following the 

executions carried out in 2015, the first set on 

18 January and the second set on 29 April. 

BNN reported an increase in the number of 

drug users of 40.5% or 1.7 million new users 

from June to November 2015 
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BACKGROUND 

 

Despite no executions in 2014, the Government carried out execution in 2015 in two phases 

totalling 14 convicts. In 2016, the Government has arranged phase three of the executions. 

 

Our concern about the executions is not only in respect to the rationality of capital 
punishment and the number of convicts to be sentenced, but also in regard to inhuman 
treatment toward those convicts. Over 130 death row prisoners in Indonesia have waited for 
their execution for 10 years or even more and after all those long waiting periods, they are 
only given 72 hours notice before the execution.1 This practice does not only violate the right 
to live2, but also the right to be free from torture and degrading punishment.3 
 
Indonesia has adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and ratified the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) that provide protection for the 
right to live.4 
 
Unfortunately, the ratification of the ICCPR has not been followed by the stipulation of the 
Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR that aims at the abolition of capital punishment. 
 
At the international level, 101 countries have abolished capital punishment for all kinds of 
crime as of the middle of 2015. Ironically, however, Indonesia is one of only 22 countries in 
the world that still applies capital punishment.5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In addition, it should be properly observerd that capital punishment is a type of punishment 
that cannot be revoked should there be any procedural mistake in the process of the court. A 
risk of conviction can occur in countries whose court system is influenced by corruption or 
intervention of interest whereby capital punishment is employed as a means to “punish” 
certain parties on political, ethnicity, religious and group bases (miscarriage of justice). 
 
 

                                                           
1
KontraS, “Capital Punishment in Indonesia: Update 2012‐2013”. Can be accessed through 

http://kontras.org/data/Capital%20Punishment%20in%20Indonesia%20Update%202012-2013.pdf 
2
1945 Constitution, Article 28A. 

3
1945 Constitution, Article 28G (2). 

4
http://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/ccpr.aspx; accessed on 4 May 2015. 

5
https://www.amnesty.org/en/what-we-do/death-penalty/; accessed on 1 July  2016. 
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In regard to the above-mentioned, the National Commission of Human Rights of the 
Republic of Indonesia (KOMNAS HAM) and Foundation for International Human Rights 
Reporting Standards (FIHRRST), following the signing of Memorandum of Understanding on 
31 July 2015, held Hearings on Capital Punishment from various perspectives. The Hearings 
were attended by dozens of qualified persons representing various stakeholders in relation 
to the implementation of capital punishment. 
 
 

METHOD OF HEARING 

 
 

KOMNAS HAM and FIHRRST held a series of Hearings on capital punishment in Indonesia 
from the following three (3) perspectives: 
 

(1) Religious 
(2) Medical and Psychological Ethics 
(3) Legal, Political and Human Rights  

 
on 15 October 2015, 20 November 2015 and 26 February 2016, respectively, at the 
KOMNAS HAM Office in Jakarta. 
 
Those Hearings were attended by religious and belief leaders, representations from the 
Coordinating Ministry of Political, Legal and Security, Ministry of Law and Human 
Rights, Attorney General Office, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, lawyers of death row 
prisoners, doctors, psychologists, NGOs, legal experts, politicians and academics. 
 

The purpose of such Hearings was to discuss the emerging public polemic against capital 
punishment and the results of the Hearings could thus become a submission in the process 
of decision-making in relation to capital punishment. 
 

The following were the procedures of the Hearing: 
 

1. The Hearing was hosted by a moderator. 
2. Hearing began with an introduction by a key expert. 
3. The moderator then explained the guiding questions so that the discussions during 

the Hearing could run properly in an orderly manner. 
4. Time was provided for each expert to deliver their introductory statement. 
5. Following the delivery of all introductory statements, the Hearing continued with a 

question-and-answer session and discussion. 
6. At the end of the Hearing, KOMNAS HAM, FIHRRST and the experts formulated a 

draft of the conclusions reached, such draft being discussed by all the experts to 
ensure the conclusions were in line with the results of the discussion and 
represented the perspective of each expert. 
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The following are the guiding questions provided for discussion by the experts: 
 

RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVE 

 
1. How is capital punishment viewed from a religious perspective? 

 
2. Is capital punishment just and in accordance with human rights? 
 
3. Is it true that certain crimes can be categorized as so extremely cruel that only capital 

punishment can be considered as a proper sentence? 
 
4. How does the religious perspective view the statements of guilty and rehabilitation in the 

implementation of capital punishment? 
 
5. Is capital punishment truly necessary to prevent crimes? 
 
6. Should capital punishment not be applied, what would be an alternative sentence? 
 
 

MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGIAL ETHICS PERSPECTIVE 

 
1. How do medical ethics view capital punishment? 

 
2. Can capital punishment be defined as a cruel and inhuman sentence? Why? 
 
3. What is the condition of those who are suffering (from HIV AIDS or waiting for execution) 

and realize that their life expentancy is dwindling? 
 
4. What is the factual psychological impact suffered by those sentenced to death, 

commencing from the verdict, during imprisonement and finally knowing that they only 
have 72 hours left to live before the execution? 

 
5. What are the role and function of doctors in the process of capital punishment and the 

implications from the medical ethics perspective? 
 
6. How does medical science explain the dimension of execution by firing squad? 
 
7. What are the psychological effects on the family of the death row prisoners before and 

after the execution? 
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POLITICAL, LEGAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS PERSPECTIVE 

 
1. Is drug-related-crime so extreme that the only proper sentence is capital punishment? 

 
2. How does the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia view capital punishment? 
 
3. Are there any impacts on diplomatic or economic relations between Indonesia and the 

home country of the death row prisoners following the execution?  
 
4. As a country that still implements capital punishment, how does the Government of 

Indonesia ensure that other countries do not execute Indonesian citizens, in particular 
migrant workers who are sentenced to death?  

 
5. Has last year’s implementation of capital punishment reduced the rate of drug-related-

crime in Indonesia?  
 

PERSPECTIVES ON CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IN 

INDONESIA 
 
 

 
 
During the three (3) Hearings from various perspectives, a number of ideas arose as follows: 
 
 

RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVE 
 

 
In Islam, capital punishment is the last resort or the maximum sentence for a crime. Islam 
does not only acknowledge justice but also humanity. Islam imposes capital punishment for 
certain crimes particularly those against humanity. However, every court process potentially 
ending with a penalty of capital punishment must be carefully observed to prevent human 
error in the verdict. 
 
On the contrary, Jemaat Ahmadiyah Indonesia holds the opinion that capital punishment is 
not in line with the teachings written in Al-Qur’an. 
 
Similar to Islam, Penganut Ketuhanan Yang Maha Esa agrees that the implementation of 
capital punishment is still needed by truly considering the motive behind the crime whether it 
is appropriate to be sentenced with a death penalty, for example raping and the intentional 
killing of another person. 
 
Hindus also agree with the concept of capital punishment because it is in line with the 
teaching of Mahabharata whereby death penalty must be the sentence for those who 
conduct a crime resulting in death such as drug-related-crime. Therefore, capital 
punishment must be implemented by the country because Hindus view the country as an 
example and a role model. 
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Unlike Islam, Hinduism and Penganut Ketuhanan Yang Maha Esa, Catholicism does not 
allow capital punishment. It believes that humans are created by God and thus only God is 
entitled to take a human’s life. Catholics also emphasize love and forgiveness as the highest 
values. Thus, the opportunity must be made possible to repent for the crime committed. 
Furthermore, every human has an important role in this life. Forgiveness, therefore, will 
provide room for correction of the evil conducted by each individual and also correction for 
miscarriage of justice that ends in a verdict of capital punishment. In addition, Catholics 
believe that capital punishment does not truly have a deterrent effect on the perpetrators 
since the facts show that following the execution for past drug-related-crime cases, there 
has been no significant decrease in the number of drug users. The Government, therefore, 
is expected to revise Article 10 of the Criminal Code (KUHP) on Capital Punishment. 
 
Similar to Catholics, Protestants also agree that capital punishment should not be 
implemented. Their belief emphasizes the teaching of love, forgiveness and provision of 
opportunity for perpetrators to repent. Forgiveness in the teachings of Protestants can be 
interpreted by the President granting clemency to the death row prisoners. 
 
Confucians also agree that the concept of capital punishment is not appropriate. The 
Government must revise Article 10 of KUHP on Capital Punishment. 
 
 
 
 

 

MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ETHICS PERSPECTIVE 
 

 
 
 

Several years ago, there was a draft of the Indonesian Medical Ethics code stipulating that 
every doctor must protect human beings. The clauses emphasized that doctors are 
forbidden to carry out abortion, euthanasia and capital punishment. Not all doctors agreed 
with this draft but it indicated the virtue of preserving the life of human beings. However, 
some doctors have the opinion that capital punishment should not be abolished by 
considering the improvement in the system of implementation of capital punishment. Such a 
system must be able to prevent slippery slope6 practices, for example in the case of 
abortion, a rape victim claiming to have been raped in order to obtain a permit to undergo an 
abortion.  
 
In addition, this system must also implement capital punishment with the lowest degree of 
suffering for the prisoners. Therefore, there are several methods of carrying out executions, 
among others, shooting directly at the heart whereby the convict may suffer from bleeding 
for up to 20 to 30 minutes before passing away; hanging the convict which could last for up 
to seven minutes before death; and decapitation, the execution method with the least 
suffering for the convict, which may last only several seconds before death. 
 
In relation to psychological effects, psychologists suggested that the officials from Ministry of 
Law and Human Rights and Attorney General Office involved in the capital punishment 
should obtain consultation and training on psychology to understand their own and the 
convicts’ psychological condition. The Government must pay attention to the psychological 
impact on the officers of prison (Lapas) and the executors. Furthermore, the Government 

                                                           
6
 Slippery Slope is a series of thought or actions that tend to result in worse activities. 
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should also provide a facility of the periodic psychological checking of those officers, at a 
minimum every six months. This is necessary because those officers are also susceptible to 
trauma resulting from the process of execution. 
 
Psychologists had expected an invitation to become involved in discussions on capital 
punishment policy either by the Government or other stakeholders. Before the Hearings, 
however, they had never been involved in the process of discussion on executions including 
in the process of preparing legal instrument relating to capital punishment. 
 
From the context of psychological anthropology, it is stated that there is shame and guilt 
society whereby society believes that social sanction will provide better and more effective 
impacts on the convicts than capital punishment. Furthermore, it is believed that the culture 
of shaming is far more effective in preventing wrongdoing than punishment. 
 
In the case of Rodrigo Muxfeldt Gularte, it was reported that he looked normal, but showed 
symptoms of mental illness. He was not communicative with other inmates in prison in spite 
of being able to speak Bahasa Indonesia. Then, he suffered from hallucinations and denial 
about the execution. His psychological condition was getting worse approaching the time of 
his execution. He was then diagnosed as suffering from mental disorder and requested to 
be moved to an asylum plus his execution adjourned. The Attorney General appointed an 
independent team of doctors but the convict refused to be examined although he was willing 
to talk because the doctors did not wear doctor’s clothing. Following the examination, the 
results of the analysis were not reported to the convict’s lawyer. The mental illness suffered 
by Rodrigo Muxfeldt Gularte should have resulted in the cancellation of the execution 
according to KUHP Chapter III on Exclusion, Mitigation and Enhancement of Punishment 
especially on Article 44.7 
 
From the perspective of the family of the victim, a family that has lost a member due to their 
consumption of narcotics (narcotics victim) stated that reparation for that death must be 
death of those convicted (vengeance). In contrast, for the families of those convicted, capital 
punishment becomes a sentence not just for the convicts but also for their families. 
Moreover, the family is not allowed to accompany the convicts in their final minutes before 
execution. 
 
In addition, there is an opinion suggesting that the death row prisoners who have 
demonstrated good conduct during their imprisonment in Lapas, should obtain consideration 
for their sentence to be commuted from capital punishment to life imprisonment. 

 
 
 

 

POLITICAL, LEGAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS PERSPECTIVE 
 

 
 
Capital punishment has become a polemic in Indonesia. Despite certain sections of society 
opposing the implementation of capital punishment, a majority of Indonesian people still 
agree with the policy. Therefore, should capital punishment not be carried out, the 
Government, in this case the Attorney General Office and Ministry of Law and Human 
Rights, will be critized by society.  
 

                                                           
7
Criminal Codes (KUHP), Article 44. 
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The positive law in Indonesia still reserves capital punishment as a choice of punishment. 
Such a situation forces the Attorney General Office to carry out executions as a mandate 
from the applicable positive law, nevertheless, capital punishment must result from an 
appropriate, careful and competent verdict that comes from a fair trial. However, the reality in 
Indonesia shows that legal process is not always carefully and thoroughly conducted, at 
times even tending to be incompetent. 
 
Another operational fact shows that for decades, Lapas officers have suffered from 
psychological depression and trauma especially at the time of executions because they have 
come to closely know the convicts during the many years of their imprisonment. This is even 
more so for Lapas officers in Nusakambangan, for example, who also have suffered from 
psychological trauma after witnessing more than one execution. Thus, it is suggested that 
capital punishment be changed to an alternative punishment such as life imprisonment 
should the execution be so delayed that prisoners remain on death row for more than 10 
years. 
 
In the international context, Indonesia is expected to follow international trend or aspirations 
leading to the abolition of death penalty. The number of countries who have abolished 
capital punishment continues to increase according to the records up to 2014. Recent 
developments consider Indonesia as a country that influences the promotion of democracy 
and human rights in ASEAN, Asia, Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and 
international communities. The executions in 2015, however, are a reverse or backward step 
in the enforcement of human rights in Indonesia. 
 
The executions were carried out for the reason that Indonesia is in a drug emergency 
situation. International human rights law states that narcotics are not included on the most 
serious crime list, which comprises intentional murder, crimes against humanity and 
genocide. 
 
The Government’s viewpoint that capital punishment for drug convicts will reduce the 
number of drug abuse in Indonesia has not been proven. According to the data from the 
National Narcotics Agency (BNN), drug users in Indonesia actually increased following the 
executions carried out in 2015, the first set on 18 January and the second set on 29 April. 
BNN reported an increase in the number of drug users of 40.5% or 1.7 million new users 
from June to November 2015.8 
 

                                                           
8
 http://www.bnn.go.id/read/artikel/15156/sinergitas-bnn-tni-dan-polri-dalam-mengatasi-

permasalahan-narkotika; accessed on 16 February 2016. 

http://www.bnn.go.id/read/artikel/15156/sinergitas-bnn-tni-dan-polri-dalam-mengatasi-permasalahan-narkotika
http://www.bnn.go.id/read/artikel/15156/sinergitas-bnn-tni-dan-polri-dalam-mengatasi-permasalahan-narkotika
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Accordingly, the Hearings call out for a moratorium on the executions in consideration of 
the following: (1) Capital punishment does not provide a solution for the problem of drug 
offenses that have recently increased. Drug offenses require more comprehensive, 
effective and sustainable solutions; and (2) currently the draft of amendment to KUHP to 
stipulate, among others, capital punishment is still in the process of discussion between 
the Government and DPR RI. 
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RESULTS OF HEARINGS  
 
 

Our three series of Hearings have provided an opportunity for the experts from diverse fields 
to honestly and openly convey their opinions, as in that way these Hearings have achieved 
their objective of providing another perspective on the implementation of capital punishment 
in Indonesia. The following are the results from the Hearings:  
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Jakarta, 28 July 2016 
 

 

********* 
 


